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ABSTRACT
Virtual agents hold great promise in human-computer interaction with their ability to afford embodied interaction using nonverbal human communicative cues. Gaze cues are particularly important to achieve significant high-level outcomes such as improved learning and feelings of rapport. Our goal is to explore how agents might achieve such outcomes through seemingly subtle changes in gaze behavior and what design variables for gaze might lead to such positive outcomes. Drawing on research in human physiology, we developed a model of gaze behavior to capture these key design variables. In a user study, we investigated how manipulations in these variables might improve affiliation with the agent and learning. The results showed that an agent using affiliative gaze elicited more positive feelings of connection, while an agent using referential gaze improved participants’ learning. Our model and findings offer guidelines for the design of effective gaze behaviors for virtual agents.
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INTRODUCTION
Virtual agents hold tremendous potential for computer interfaces with their unique ability to embody humanlike attributes [7]. These attributes form rich communication mechanisms with which people are intimately familiar and afford intuitive interactions. Variations in these attributes activate key social and cognitive processes, in turn eliciting significant positive outcomes such as improved learning and rapport in key application domains such as education [33], collaboration [46], and therapy [49]. A deeper understanding of how humans use these attributes in social interactions might enable designers to create more effective virtual agents in these domains.

Gaze cues are an important subset of the embodied cues that people employ in social interactions. Using gaze cues, people can control the flow of a conversation, indicate interest in or appraisal of objects and people, improve listeners’ comprehension, express complex emotions, and facilitate interpersonal processes [1, 3, 36]. In order to design virtual agents that achieve such significant effects, we must first design mechanisms that capture key variables of gaze and generate appropriate gaze behaviors. However, creating effective gaze cues for virtual characters is an open challenge, as humans have built and finessed subtle but complex patterns in which they use these cues over thousands of years of evolution and developed a sensitivity to observing them in others [42]. Furthermore, how these design variables might be varied to achieve specific high-level social and cognitive outcomes is not well understood. The goal of our research is to explore how agents might achieve these outcomes through subtle variations in gaze behaviors and what design variables might enable such variations. We contextualize the work presented in this paper in an educational scenario, in which virtual agents promise improvements in affiliation with students and in learning.

In this paper, we demonstrate that virtual agents can use subtle variations in gaze to achieve significant high-level outcomes. We present a parametric model that synthesizes appropriate gaze behaviors and allows for systematic variations in these behaviors, which we validated through an online user study with 96 participants. Our design of the gaze model draws on research in human physiology, which precisely describes
how humans coordinate various gaze parameters such as the movements of the eyes and the head when executing *gaze shifts*—the intentional redirection of gaze toward a particular piece of information in the context of interaction. Gaze shifts are a fundamental building block of overall gaze behavior. Through subtle variation in timing and movement of the head and eyes, individuals construct a range of high-level behaviors. Our model of gaze was designed and parameterized in such a way as to provide sufficient control over the subtleties of head and eye movements, enabling a virtual agent to naturally display these behaviors.

We also present a user study with 20 participants, in which we investigated how a virtual agent (Figure 1) might manipulate low-level gaze parameters to achieve high-level effects such as improved learning and feelings of rapport in a storytelling context. We manipulated the parameters of our gaze model to create *affiliative gaze*—maintaining a head orientation toward the participant to emphasize the social interaction [12]—and *referential gaze*—maintaining a head orientation toward shared visual space to emphasize the information to which the speaker is referring [30]. In both cases, the agent looks at the same targets; the difference lies in the timing and the degree to which the agent uses its head or eyes to look at these targets. The results showed that these manipulations generated significant social and cognitive effects; the use of affiliative gaze improved the perceptions of the agent and the use of referential gaze increased recall performance.

The remainder of the paper provides related work on gaze from a number of perspectives, describes our model and a validation study, outlines the design and results of our user study, and discusses our findings and their implications for the design of effective gaze mechanisms for virtual agents.

**BACKGROUND**

Gaze is an important social cue that has been studied under a number of different academic disciplines. First we present work in psychology on how humans use their gaze in social interactions, as well as some of the achievable high-level effects of gaze. Next we discuss related work on embodied conversational agents in the computer graphics and HCI literatures.

**Gaze in Human Communication**

In general, being gazed at by another person can result in a number of interesting effects. Gaze is predominantly interpreted as being attended to, and depending on the context of interaction, being gazed at can lead to discomfort from feeling observed, or lead to genuine social interaction [1]. A person who makes increased eye contact is associated with greater perceived dynamism, likeability, and believability [4]. These people are also seen as more truthful or credible [1]. One illustrative study specifically showed that people who spend more time gazing at an interviewer receive higher socioemotional evaluations [16]. On the other hand, gaze aversion produces consistently negative effects in impressions of attraction, credibility, and relational communication [5].

An important construct in the study of nonverbal behavior is *immediacy*, defined as the degree of perceived physical or psychological closeness between people [37]. Gaze has been found to be a significant component of immediacy, especially in the context of improving educational outcomes [21]. Students from primary school age through college have been shown to learn better when they are gazed at by the lecturer [41, 47]. Learning in these cases was usually measured by the students’ performance on recall tasks. In a similar study, gazing into the camera during a video link conversation was shown to increase the recall of the viewer at the other end [14]. Gaze’s positive effect on recall is usually attributed to its role as an arousal stimulus, which increases attentional focus and therefore enhances memory [26].

The above work shows that gaze as a whole can create positive interactions and learning effects. Our goal is to investigate how subtle parameters of gaze might serve to strengthen or weaken these effects. One of these parameters is the alignment of the head, which plays a substantial role in shifting a viewer’s visual attention [23]. Gazing at someone with the head fully aligned (affiliative gaze) might be perceived differently than gazing at someone out of the corner of the eyes with the head aligned towards information of interest in the context of interaction (referential gaze). A virtual agent might be able to manipulate this, and other parameters, to achieve specifically desired effects.

**Embodied Conversational Agents**

Our work builds on previous research in the area of embodied conversational agents. Developing embodied agents that can communicate effectively is a significant area of research. Giving these agents more complex and human-like behaviors has been a longstanding goal, for example to make inhabited interfaces and agents in VR environments more effective [40]. The ability to use non-verbal communicative behavior is very important as it increases positive feelings of copresence and familiarity, and in general makes agents more effective communicators [2].

An agent’s gaze behavior is very important to providing rich interactions; well-designed gaze mechanisms—e.g., gazing at turn-taking boundaries during conversation—can result in more efficient task performance and more positive subjective evaluations [22]. However, poor gaze behavior can be worse than no gaze at all. The positive effects of having an embodied agent—as opposed to only audio or text—can be completely lost if the gaze is very poor or random [15]. Gaze behavior of a female virtual agent, when coupled with the agent’s appearance, can make the difference between enhancing negative attitudes toward women or breaking gender stereotypes [10]. The high-level effects of gaze discussed above have been shown to also extend to physical embodiments, such as robots. For example, the learning effect of gaze has been observed in human–robot interactions; increased gaze from a storytelling robot facilitates greater recall of the story [39].

Previous work on modeling human gaze to inform the design of agents includes the area of turn management [8, 43], figuring out where agents should be looking and why they should be looking there [25, 31], or how an agent should make random eye saccades in idle situations [6] or face-to-face conversations [32]. Some attempts have been made to model head and eye motions for virtual agent gaze, including data-driven [9]
and procedural [45] approaches, as well as a hybrid between the two [29]. In general, existing research has proven that more realistic gaze behavior for humanoid avatars results in considerably improved and fluid communication [15]. At the very least, simply conveying gaze direction eases turntaking and is essential to establishing who is talking and listening to whom in multiparty mediated communication [50].

While previous research has explored how gross manipulations in gaze behavior might shape user experience and perceptions of virtual characters, how specific parameters in the control space for gaze might be mapped to specific outcomes in interaction has not been explored. Our work seeks to fill this knowledge gap. Our model of gaze, presented next, provides parameters that work as low-level gaze variables, and allows us to investigate their impact on high-level outcomes in a principled way. Advantages of our model include its procedural simplicity, grounded nature, and proven ability to produce large objective and subjective high-level effects through the manipulation of very subtle parameters.

**DESIGNING EFFECTIVE GAZE MECHANISMS**

In order to design virtual agents to be effective communicators, we must develop a deeper understanding of how humans use subtle gaze behavior to achieve high-level outcomes. We turn to research in neurophysiology to develop this understanding. Neurophysiologists have studied how humans and other primates coordinate head and eye movements during gaze shifts, in the process revealing potential parameters of gaze that might eventually lead to the positive social outcomes we wish to create with virtual agents. Here we present the most relevant findings from neurophysiology literature which we combine into a model of gaze shifts useful to virtual agents. We also present a validation of our model, taking the form of a user study, which shows that virtual agents using the model can execute gaze shifts that are both communicative and natural.  

Given the current configuration of the head and eyes and input parameters indicating movement characteristics and target gaze direction, our model computes a trajectory for the head and eyes. It first computes a few key variables for the movement, and then computes velocities for the head and eye rotations for each frame of the animated movement, keeping the gaze on target until the eyes and head have reached their final target rotations. The model is presented graphically in Figure 2, and includes six main components: (A) target, agent, and environmental parameters, (B) head latency, (C) velocity profiles for head and eye motion, (D) oculomotor range (OMR) specifications, (E) head alignment preferences, and (F) the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR).

The first variable to compute when executing a gaze shift is head movement latency in relationship to the eye movement (Figure 2b). This head latency can vary from person to person and task to task. Factors such as target amplitude, the predictability of the target [44], modality of the target (visual or auditory) [17, 18], target saliency, vigilance of the subject, and whether the gaze shift is forced or natural [51] have an effect. These factors serve as the target, agent, and environmental input parameters to our model (Figure 2a). Our model stochastically combines these parameters to determine the head latency based on findings from Zangemeister et al. [51]. A positive latency results in a period of eye motion during which the head remains fixed, while a negative latency result in a period of head motion while the eyes remain fixed.

Once the head latency period is complete, both the eyes and head begin simultaneously moving towards the target. Both during and after the latency period, each eye and the head follow velocity profiles (Figure 2c) that resemble standard ease-in and ease-out functions [27, 32]. These movements prevent unnatural head motions caused by high-frequency signals [35]. The maximum velocity of the eyes and head—the peaks of the velocity profiles—are computed based on positive linear relationships with the amplitude of the intended gaze shift [20]. Once the maximum velocity for the gaze shift is computed, the shift is executed by computing the actual velocity for each frame of the animation. The velocity is determined by a piecewise polynomial function derived to approximate the published experimental data. This polynomial function can be expressed as follows, where \( g \) is the proportion of the gaze shift completed, \( V_{max} \) is the maximum velocity, and \( V \) is the current calculated velocity.

---

1. A full specification of the model, including documented pseudocode, full details of the validation, and videos of animated characters using the model for their own gaze behavior, can be found at http://hci.cs.wisc.edu/projects/gaze.
\begin{equation}
V = \begin{cases} 
2V_{\text{max}} \cdot g \\
4V_{\text{max}} \cdot g^2 - 8V_{\text{max}} \cdot g + 4V_{\text{max}}
\end{cases} \quad g \in [0, 0.5)
\end{equation}

An important component of the model is the oculomotor range (OMR) (Figure 2d), which limits rotation of the eyes such that they don’t roll back into the head. The human OMR has been estimated to be between $45^\circ$ and $55^\circ$. A virtual character’s baseline OMR can be determined based on the size of the eye cavities and the size of its pupils and irises. However, merely encoding these OMR values as static parameters is not sufficient, as the effective OMR may fluctuate during the course of a single gaze shift. The fluctuation is a product of the neural (as opposed to mechanical) nature of the limitation imposed on eye motion. The virtual agent’s eye rotations are never allowed to surpass the current effective OMR.

At the onset of a gaze shift, effective OMR is computed based on the initial eye position and the baseline OMR. Initial eye position is measured in degrees as a rotational offset of the current eye orientation from a central (in-head) orientation. This value is only non-zero when the rotational offset is contralateral (on the opposite side of center) to the target. When the eyes begin the gaze shift at these angles, the effective OMR has a value close to the original baseline value. When the eyes begin the gaze shift closer to a central orientation in the head, the effective OMR diminishes [11]. Effective OMR is also updated throughout the gaze shift at every time step according to the concurrent head velocity. As the head moves faster, the effective OMR diminishes [20]. See the online supplement for details on the effective OMR computations, including equations and empirically derived constants.

The next component of the model is a user-defined parameter specifying the head alignment preferences of the agent (Figure 2e). Head alignment—how much individuals use their heads in performing a gaze shift—is highly idiosyncratic, and creates a differential directness of gaze at the target [13]. A parameter value of 0% for head alignment indicates that once the eyes have reached the gaze target, the head stops moving, resulting in gaze at the target out of the corner of the eyes. On the other hand, at a 100% parameter value for head alignment, the head continues rotating until it is completely aligned with the target, with concomitant compensatory eye movement to keep the eyes directed toward the target, resulting in gaze with the eyes and head both fully directed towards the target. Head alignment values between these two extremes can be computed using spherical linear interpolation between the two corresponding rotational values. This parameter can be manipulated to create affiliative gaze—keeping high head alignment with a conversational partner and low head alignment with everything else—or referential gaze—keeping high head alignment with information being referred to in the environment and low head alignment with the conversational partner. Head alignment is the most directly controllable input parameter to the model, and as such is the parameter we focus on in our experimental methodology.

Once the eyes have reached their target, the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) keeps them locked to the target while the head finishes its rotation (Figure 2f). This component of gaze, the final in our model, is handled by rotating the eyes in the opposite direction of head motion as the head completes its portion of the gaze shift, keeping the eyes fixated on the gaze target even as the head keeps rotating.

Ancillary components of our model include a blink controller for generating both random and gaze-evoked blinking as described by Peters [45], and idle gaze behavior. When the agent is not actively engaging in a gaze shift following our model, the eyes are controlled by an implementation of the model presented in Lee et al. [32]. This implementation of subtle random eye movements has been shown to dramatically increase the realism of the character. The virtual character’s eyelids also move with vertical shifts of the eyes, rising up as the eyes pitch upwards and dropping down as the eyes pitch downward [48]. Lastly, we implemented ambient facial and bodily cues for our virtual characters to prevent the unnatural rigidity inherent to a static character. When the character is in an idle state, these cues include smiles and slight movements of the arms and the head.

**Model Validation**

Our model development was followed by an empirical evaluation of the communicative accuracy and perceived naturalness of gaze shifts generated by our model. We compared gaze shifts generated by our model against those generated by a baseline model and those displayed by a human.

**Participants** – Ninety-six participants (50 males and 46 females) took part in the validation study. The participants were recruited through Amazon.com’s Mechanical Turk online marketplace, following crowd-sourcing best practices to minimize the risk of abuse and to achieve a wide range of demographic representation [28, 24]. Participants received $2.50.

**Study Design** – In the study, participants were shown a series of videos in which either an animated virtual character or a human confederate shifted gaze toward one of sixteen objects arranged on a desk. This simplified scenario allowed us to focus our evaluation on the effectiveness and naturalness of gaze shifts, while minimizing contextual and interactional

![Figure 3. Still images from the videos presented to the participants.](image-url)
factors and facilitating the matching of animated and real world conditions. Participants observed the agent from the perspective of a collaborator seated across from the agent or the human confederate. The objects on the desk were separated into four groups, distinguished by color and shape. Still images from the videos are shown in Figure 3.

The study followed a two-by-four split-plot design. The factors were gender–participant matched with agent–varying between participants, and model type, varying within participants. The model type independent variable included gaze shifts generated by a baseline gaze model from Peters [45], and those produced by our model. The model type independent variable also included two control conditions. In the first control condition, a virtual agent with a male or female appearance maintained gaze toward the participant (i.e., the camera) without producing any gaze shifts at all. In the second control condition, a male or female human confederate presented gaze shifts toward the object on a desk in front of him/her. The order in which the conditions were presented to each participant was counterbalanced.

Procedure – Each participant was shown 32 videos of a virtual character or human. In the videos, the agents or the confederates gazed toward the participant (i.e., the camera), announced that they are about to look toward an object of a specific color on the table, shifted their gaze toward the object, and moved their gaze back toward the participant. Following each video, the participants answered a set of questions that measured the dependent variables. Participants evaluated each condition four times in a stratified order. Each video was approximately 10 seconds, with the overall study lasting around 20 minutes.

Measures – The validation study used two dependent variables: communicative accuracy and perceived naturalness. Communicative accuracy was measured by capturing whether participants correctly identified the object toward which the gaze shift of the agent was directed. Perceived naturalness was measured with a four-item scale with high reliability, including naturalness, human likeness, lifeliness, and realism, Cronbach’s $\alpha = .94$.

Results – We conducted a mixed-model analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the data to determine the effect that different gaze models had on how accurately participants identified the object that the agents or the human confederates looked toward and the perceived naturalness of the gaze shifts. Overall, model type had a significant effect on communicative accuracy, $F(7, 46.67) = 16.77, p < .001$, and perceived naturalness, $F(7, 46.67) = 151.03, p < .001$.

Pairwise comparisons found no significant differences in the communicative accuracy of the gaze shifts produced by our model and those produced by human confederates, $F(1, 14.91) = 0.03, p = ns$. Similarly, no differences in accuracy were found between our model and the baseline model, $F(1, 1967) = 0.17, p = ns$. The results suggest that the gaze shifts generated by our model are just as accurate as those performed by human confederates and those generated by the baseline model.

Comparisons across conditions showed that participants rated gaze shifts generated by our model as marginally more realistic than those generated by the baseline model, $F(1, 1967) = 3.94, p = .068$. Comparisons over realism (one of the items included in the perceived naturalness scale) found that gaze shifts produced by our model were rated as significantly more realistic than those generated by the baseline model, $F(1, 1963) = 5.75, p = .017$. Results on the communicative accuracy, perceived naturalness, and realism measures are illustrated in Figure 4.

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

The validated model of gaze shifts provides parameters that allow us to explore how manipulation of these low-level parameters can achieve valuable high-level effects. The main study of this paper explores manipulating the head alignment parameter in order to create more affiliative or more referential gaze cues, with the goal of increasing feelings of connection with the agent and increasing learning respectively. The experiment was carried out in the context of an educational scenario, with the virtual agent serving as a lecturer to the human participant. The virtual agent taught the participant about a specific subject from ancient Chinese history. A map of China was used as a reference to facilitate the descriptions of geographical locations. An example of the interface presented to participants is shown in Figure 1.

Hypotheses

We designed an experiment to test three hypotheses. First, we wished to merely confirm that the presence of an agent will elicit better learning than only audio.

Hypothesis 1 – The presence of an embodied agent will result in better recall performance than only hearing audio with no accompanying agent.

The literature strongly supports the first hypothesis, in which it is shown that teachers who gaze at their students lead the students to learn better [41, 47]. We seek to show these same effects can be achieved by virtual agents using our gaze model.

Hypothesis 2 – An agent which employs more affiliative gaze (maintains higher head alignment with the participant) will garner higher subjective evaluations than one which uses more
Participants
We recruited 20 participants for our study (10 males and 10 females), with ages ranging from 19 to 65 (M = 27.8, SD = 14.3). Fifteen participants were students and five were working members of the community. All were native English speakers. Student participants came from a number of different fields, including psychology, engineering, and business. All participants were recruited using a combination of campus flyers and on-line student job forums.

Study Design
We employed a within-subjects design for this study. Our experiment involved one factor, type of gaze, with four levels, each of which is defined as follows:

- **Audio**: The agent is shown briefly during its introduction. Then the lights in the virtual scene are extinguished for the duration of the lecture, except for a spotlight on the map, so only the map can be seen and the agent is in complete darkness. At the end of the lecture, the scene lights turn back on for the agent to give its instructions to the participant on taking the subjective evaluation and quiz for the lecture.

- **Affiliative**: The agent keeps its head aligned with the participant as much as possible during the lecture. When the agent is making direct eye contact with the participant, the head is fully aligned with the participant. When the agent shifts its eye gaze to refer to something on the map, the head aligns as little as possible with the map – as much as the agent’s OMR will allow – so as to keep the head aligned towards the participant.

- **Referential**: The agent keeps its head aligned with the map as much as possible during the lecture. When the agent is gazing at the map, the head is fully aligned with the map. When the agent shifts its eye gaze back to the participant, the head aligns as little as possible with the participant – as much as the agent’s OMR will allow – so as to keep the head aligned towards the map. The referential condition is “more referential” (borrowing the term “referential” from linguistics) because the head maintains alignment with the information being referred to on the map, both when looking at the participant (out of the corner of the eyes) and when looking at the map (head and eyes fully aligned).

- **Both**: When gazing at the participant, the agent keeps its head fully aligned to the participant. When gazing at the map, the agent aligns its head fully with the map.

Figure 5 and Figure 6 illustrate the difference in head motion between the three conditions affiliative, referential, and both. It should be stressed that in all three of these conditions, the agent’s eyes move the full distance from eye contact with the participant to each map location being referred to. The agent’s eyes always converged on each map location while it was being referred to.

Each participant viewed four lectures given by four different virtual agents, each utilizing a different gaze condition. Thus, every participant was exposed to all four gaze conditions. All agents, three of which can be seen in Figures 1 and 6, were specifically designed to look and sound androgynous so as to eliminate gender biases as much as possible. Each agent always gave the same lecture, but pairings between agent and gaze condition were stratified across participants for balance.

![Figure 5](image-url)  
*Figure 5.* A diagram of the setup of the study showing the range of the agent’s head movements for each gaze condition. The agent’s eye motions (not depicted) always move the full distance from eye contact with the participant to eye contact with each map location being referred to.

- Referential gaze (maintains higher head alignment with the information being referred to).

This hypothesis is supported by the fact that people are perceived as being more intelligent, more trustworthy, and more friendly if they make more direct eye contact [1, 14]. We wish to extend this work to show that head alignment makes an impact on the positive subjective effects of mutual gaze, and that our model is capable of achieving these effects.

**Hypothesis 3** – Viewing an agent using more referential gaze should result in better recall performance. This will especially be true when the information to be recalled relies on building associations to objects in the environment.

Referential gaze helps build associations between information and objects in the environment. In communication between a human and virtual agent with a shared environment, being able to perceive the agent’s eye gaze to different objects in the environment reduces the time and verbal communication needed for grounding references [34]. We believe that head alignment has the ability to strengthen or weaken this effect since it plays a substantial role in shifting a viewer’s visual attention [23]. When the agent’s head is aligned more fully with the object under consideration, this should serve as a stronger referential gaze cue than if the head is not aligned. We wish to show that our gaze model can achieve this effect.

![Figure 6](image-url)  
*Figure 6.* A visual depiction of an agent in different gaze conditions: (A) Affiliative, looking at map. (B) Affiliative (and Both), looking at participant. (C) Referential (and Both), looking at map. (D) Referential, looking at participant.
The order in which the lectures – and accordingly gaze conditions – were presented to the participants was completely randomized to offset any bias due to fatigue. Lectures were also kept informationally distinct in an attempt to decrease learning bias. Each lecture was carefully controlled to be near the same length—approximately three minutes.

During each lecture, the agent makes eleven gaze shifts to the map, each followed shortly by a gaze shift back to the participant. The agent fixates its gaze on different targets on the map as they are mentioned, e.g., while giving facts about a Chinese city visible on the map. Timing of this gaze shift is done according to Griffin [19] and Meyer et al. [38], which indicate that a deictic gaze shift should occur 800 - 1000 ms before the object being gazed at is mentioned in speech.

Implementation – The experiment was implemented using a custom framework built on top of the Unity game engine (www.unity3d.com). The gaze model was implemented as a Unity script. The characters were created using a commercially available parametric base figure. Audio was pre-recorded and pitch-shifted to sound androgynous.

Procedure
The experiment was conducted in a closed study room with no outside distraction. Participants entered the experiment room and were asked to sit at a table with a single computer monitor and mouse. The monitor was a 32-inch flat panel display, allowing the virtual agent representation (only head and shoulders) to be near life size. This setup can be seen in Figure 7. The experimenter gave the participant a brief description of what they would be asked to do in the experiment, and then asked them to review and sign a consent form. The experimenter told the participants that they were going to be listening to and quizzed on four short lectures from different virtual lecturers, each on a topic pertaining to ancient China.

After consenting, the experimenter told participants that they could press the start button on the screen after he left the room. Upon pressing the start button, the first lecturer (randomly chosen by the software) began introducing itself and giving its lecture. Upon completion of the lecture the screen went black, and participants filled out on paper a subjective evaluation of the lecturer they had just viewed, followed by a quiz on the material presented in the lecture. During the initial instructions, the experimenter made it clear that the quiz was to be filled out after the subjective evaluation had been completed. This allows the subjective evaluation to double as distractor task, strengthening any subsequent recall measures. All participants were monitored via closed-circuit camera by the experimenter to ensure that these instructions were followed, but no participants were observed to neglect the instructions.

After filling out the subjective evaluation and quiz, the participant could go back to the monitor and click the on-screen button to begin the next lecture. This process was repeated until all four lectures had been viewed, rated, and quizzed. At this point, the experimenter re-entered the room with a short questionnaire of demographic information. Following completion of the questionnaire, the experimenter debriefed and payed the participant. The total experiment took approximately 30 minutes, and participants were paid $5.

Measures
Our experiment involved one independent manipulated variable, type of gaze, manipulated within participants. The dependent variables included objective measurements for evaluating participants’ recall of the lecture material and subjective measurements for evaluating the participants’ impressions of the virtual agent.

The objective measurement of recall involved quizzes taken by all participants following each lecture. Each quiz had ten short-answer questions. These questions were split into three categories (not visible to the participant). One category included three questions that asked about information not directly associated with information on the map. Thus, referential gaze should not have had an effect on the recall of this information. An example question in this category would be, “In what year did the Jin dynasty overtake control of China?” The Jin dynasty was not represented on the map during the associated lecture. The second category, consisting of four questions, asked about purely spatial information. For example, one question here was “Which of the Three Kingdoms dynasties extended farthest south?” This question is only answerable by having studied the map. The third category, including the remaining three questions of the quiz, relied on building associations between verbal lecture content and spatial map locations. For example, “Give one reason why Emperor Wen declared the city of Luoyang to be his capital city.” Referential gaze was expected to make the biggest impact on questions from the latter two categories. Questions from all three categories were randomly permuted to create the final ten-question quiz.

The subjective measurements were split into six broad indicators. Each question within the indicators took the form of a seven-point rating scale. Item reliability (Cronbach’s $\alpha$) was acceptable or better for all except skilled communicator.

1. Likeability: Four-item measure of how likeable the participant found the agent to be. Includes questions on perceived friendliness and helpfulness. (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .78$)

2. Rapport: Six-item measure of how much the participant felt feelings of rapport in relation to the agent. Questions asked, e.g., how well the participant felt he or she connected with the agent and how willingly he or she would disclose personal information to the virtual agent following the lecture. (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .84$)
3. **Trust**: Two-item measure of how trustworthy the participant perceived the agent to be. Includes ratings of trustworthiness and honesty. (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .72$)

4. **Intelligence**: Three-item measure of how intelligent the participant perceived the agent to be. Includes ratings of competence and expertise. (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .84$)

5. **Skilled Communicator**: Three-item measure of how effective at conveying lecture material the participant perceived the agent to be. Item reliability was questionable (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .62$)

6. **Engagement**: Six-item measure of how engaged the participant felt during the lecture. Includes personal ratings of focus, attentiveness, and satisfaction. (Cronbach’s $\alpha = .89$)

**Manipulation Checks**

To check that our gaze type manipulations were being noticed between the visible agent conditions, we asked the participants to rate from 0% to 100% how much they felt the agent was paying attention to them and to the map. We expected that participants would feel more attended to in the affiliative and both conditions than in the referential condition. Conversely, we expected participants to feel like the agent was attending to the map more in the referential and both gaze conditions than in the affiliative condition.

**Results**

Analysis of our data was conducted using a repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA). We used Tukey-Kramer HSD to control the experiment-wise error rate in all post-hoc tests. Our analysis started with the manipulation check. We found that participants felt more attended to in the affiliative gaze condition versus the referential condition, $F(1, 69) = 12.53, p < .001$. They also felt more attended to in the both condition versus referential, $F(1, 69) = 4.37, p = .040$. Finally, participants felt that the agent attended to the map more in the referential condition versus affiliative, $F(1, 69) = 7.75, p = .007$. This difference was not found to be significant for the both condition versus affiliative, $F(1, 69) = 0.37, p = .55$, however participants rated the agent as attending more to the map in the referential condition over the both condition, $F(1, 69) = 4.75, p = .033$.

Next we analyzed the objective results in the form of recall quiz scores (Figure 9). In terms of overall score, the audio condition resulted in significantly lower recall than the other three visible agent conditions, including affiliative gaze, $F(1, 69) = 19.38, p < .001$, referential gaze, $F(1, 69) = 37.78, p < .001$, and both, $F = 31.91, p < .001$. When considering only the seven (out of ten total) questions that dealt with purely spatial map information and building associations between verbal lecture content and locations on the map, we found that the referential gaze condition resulted in significantly better recall performance than the affiliative gaze condition, $F(1, 69) = 5.62, p = .021$. The increase in recall performance from the both condition over affiliative does not quite reach significance, $F(1, 69) = 2.58, p = .11$. Referential and both were not significantly different, $F(1, 69) = 0.59, p = .45$.

Finally, we analyzed the subjective measures. Here we observed that on the likeability scale, the referential condition rated lower than both the affiliative condition, $F(1, 69) = 58.86, p < .001$, and both condition, $F(1, 69) = 52.65, p < .001$. On the rapport scale, the referential condition also rated lower than both affiliative, $F(1, 69) = 13.25, p < .001$, and both, $F(1, 69) = 7.95, p = .006$. The trust scale had similar results, with the referential condition rated lower than both affiliative, $F(1, 69) = 8.63, p = .005$, and both, $F(1, 69) = 5.55, p = .021$. The intelligence scale again shows the referential condition getting rated lower than affiliative, $F(1, 69) = 11.38, p = .001$, and both, $F(1, 69) = 10.99, p = .002$. The skilled communicator scale yielded no significant results be-
We also have strong support for our third hypothesis, where referential condition getting rated significantly lower than the affiliative condition, $F(1, 69) = 14.53, p < .001$, and both condition, $F(1, 69) = 17.16, p < .001$. These results are summarized in Figure 8.

**DISCUSSION**

The purpose of the experiment was to demonstrate how subtle changes in gaze behavior can lead to significant high-level effects, with the goal of improving learning and positive feelings of affiliation. To do this, we manipulated the head alignment parameter in our model implemented on various virtual lecturing agents. We showed that by manipulating just this parameter for a virtual agent shifting its gaze from the participant to an object in the scene (i.e., the map of China) and back again, the agent could achieve very different subjective and objective effects, including the participant’s feelings toward the agent and information recall respectively.

Confirming our first hypothesis, the mere presence of an agent resulted in better recall performance than audio alone, no matter which gaze condition was being used. For five out of six subjective scales, the affiliative and both gaze conditions achieved better ratings than the referential condition. This leads us to accept our second hypothesis, showing that human listeners prefer when the virtual agent speaker aligns its head fully with the participant while speaking, rather than looking out of the corners of its eyes with its head aligned towards something else. The skilled communicator scale did not exhibit this effect, which could mean that participants thought the agent was doing a similarly decent job of communicating the lecture content no matter which gaze condition was used.

We also have strong support for our third hypothesis, where we showed that referential gaze results in better participant recall than affiliative gaze. By keeping its head aligned with the map as much as possible, the agent compelled the participant to concentrate more on the map and learn the spatial locations better, while building associations between verbal lecture content and those same locations. As a reminder, the same amount of gaze was used by the agent in both the affiliative and referential gaze conditions. Hence in both conditions the participant was able to benefit from gaze as an arousal stimulus to learn the lecture material better. The difference lies in the way each gaze shift was performed, proving that not all ways of gazing are equal and subtle changes can create significant outcomes. Overall, this study showed that our model was capable of achieving targeted outcomes.

**Design Implications**

Embodied agents’ potential in computer interfaces is increasing with the ever-growing popularity of interactive games and computer-based tools for learning, motivation, and rehabilitation. However, agent designers need controllable models of interactive behavior and evidence that these models effectively improve outcomes such as learning and rapport. Our work provides one such example in the context of gaze.

We have shown that it is possible to implement in virtual agents the very subtle gaze cues that humans use to great effect in social situations, and that manipulating these cues can achieve significant objective and subjective high-level effects in a human interacting with the agent. Designers of virtual agents can use these subtle gaze behaviors, such as head alignment, to reach different desired outcomes. If the agent designer wants human interlocutors to pay more attention to specific objects in the environment, possibly to learn more about them, the agent could be programmed to use high head alignment when gazing to those objects. Similarly, if the agent designer wants the agent to build a stronger relationship with the human interlocutor, increasing feelings of, e.g., rapport and trust, the agent should be programmed to use high head alignment when gazing towards the human. Our model of gaze behavior offers a simple and effective means to control the low-level gaze parameters found in physiological research. Virtual agent designers can use and build off of this model to create rich, compelling gaze behaviors that accomplish the high-level effects they wish to achieve.

**Limitations and Future Work**

Our gaze mechanisms are currently focused on the contributions of the head and eyes alone. Future extensions should consider the movement of other body parts, such as employing the neck in performing head movements. While the work presented here explored our gaze shift model on very humanlike characters, we intend to explore its application to different character designs, e.g., stylized cartoons, and embodiments, e.g., storytelling robots [39]. We also intend to run future studies exercising different parameters of the model (e.g., head latency) and measuring the effects of subtle gaze cues in different interaction modalities, such as VR and mobile devices.

**CONCLUSIONS**

Gaze is a complex and powerful cue. Through subtle changes in gaze, people can achieve a wide range of social and communicative goals, affecting their partner of interaction in a variety of different ways. Gaze cues, as with all embodied communication cues, hold a strong fundamental connection with key social, cognitive, and task outcomes. This connection reveals an opportunity for designing embodied dialog with virtual agents. Designing gaze behaviors for virtual agents that can achieve specifically targeted high-level outcomes has long been a difficult problem. By creating a mechanism for synthesizing gaze shifts in a natural, yet parameterized fashion, we have provided a building block for creating high-level social and communicative behaviors. In this paper we presented a model of gaze shifts validated to achieve humanlike gaze for virtual agents, and a study which shows that it can achieve interesting subjective and objective effects through manipulation of low-level gaze parameters. These subtle gaze cues are effective in the context of our gaze model due to the grounded physiological approach we took in designing it. By manipulating and combining them in different ways, we believe that virtual agents will soon have access to a rich new source of possible gaze behaviors, resulting in human-agent interactions that are more effective and rewarding.
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